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Hewlett Packard Enterprise

As Vice President of Leadership & Professional Development, Adrian is
responsible for the design, development and delivery of learning programs that
enable and amplify the performance of professionals across Hewlett Packard
Enterprise. The responsibility for creating engaging development experiences that
accelerate business outcomes and deliver a high performance culture, is an
accountability that Adrian sees as a unique and valued charter.
Prior to the launch of Hewlett Packard Enterprise, Adrian led the HP Learning &
Development separation management office (SMO), contributing to the largest and
fastest corporate separation to date. The critical and timely separation of learning
programs, processes, systems, functions and people, resulted in the successful
stand up of learning ecosystems for both Hewlett Packard Enterprise and HP Inc.
Moving from business & go to market roles to join the HP Learning & Development
organization in 2007, Adrian has led the Asia Pacific & Japan learning function, the
delivery of leadership & high potential programs worldwide and the global
integration of training delivery functions to create the scalable deployment of
instructor led learning, reaching more than 150,000 participants each year. Joining
HP in 2002 through the acquisition of Compaq, Adrian contributed to sales,
marketing and business management responsibilities across Enterprise, SMB &
Consumer organizations, before pursuing a passion for bringing out the best in
people. Key responsibilities included the management of HP’s South Pacific Direct
Sales organization and the setup of Inside Sales Coverage across the South
Pacific region.
Adrian has a Bachelor of Arts and post graduate Diploma in Behavioral Sciences
Psychology, as well as a rich background in business and talent development
disciplines. While residing in Palo Alto California, Adrian has lived and worked in
Europe, Asia and the US, contributing to his belief in the strength of cultural
diversity across a global organization like HPE.
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